
MARKETING DEFINED ESSAY

Free Essay: Marketing definition Every company depends on an efficient marketing program to fulfill customers' needs.
Marketing is a process of finding out.

The main purpose of marketing is increasing the number of sales. Main article: Societal marketing A number
of scholars and practitioners have argued that marketers have a greater social responsibility than simply
satisfying customers and providing them with superior value. The objectives of marketing is to ascertain
consumer needs, convert them into ideas, products or services and move such ideas etc. The price need not be
monetary; it can simply be what is exchanged for the product or services, e. Certain marketing activities, such
as personal selling, may be classified as either promotion or as part of the place i. Merriam-Webster, The
American Market Association define marketing as an organizational function and a set of process for creating,
communicating and delivering value to customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that
benefit the organization. The production department would then start to manufacture the product, while the
marketing department would focus on the promotion, distribution, pricing, etc. A salesman understands by
marketing his selling activities of oral presentation with a view to effectuate the exchange of money for the
benefits offered by his product. It is not concerned with the values that the exchange is all about. As an
example, a marketing department could ascertain via marketing research that consumers desired a new type of
product, or a new usage for an existing product. Also niche markets are usually ignored by larger multinational
firms, who are not interested in the low sales volume yielded by a small segment. Companies that adopt a
societal marketing perspective typically practice triple bottom line reporting whereby they publish social
impact and environmental impact reports alongside financial performance reports. Needs can be objective and
physical, such as the need for food, water, and shelter; or subjective and psychological, such as the need to
belong to a family or social group and the need for self-esteem. Marketing goes way beyond advertising and
selling; it is a focal point of a company that drives the direction the company takes. The so-called production
era is thought to have dominated marketing practice from the s to the s, but other theorists argue that evidence
of the production orientation can still be found in some companies or industries. However, marketing entails
more than just letting people know what your company has to offer. Definition of promotion: For every
organization, promotion is the way to let them attract more and more customers. V commercials, radio,
internet, etc Branding , a key aspect of the product management, refers to the various methods of
communicating a brand identity for the product, brand , or company. Throughout this paper, I will define
marketing, offering my personal definition as well as more formal definitions from other sources. Criticisms[
edit ] Morgan, in Riding the Waves of Change Jossey-Bass, , suggests that one of the greatest limitations of
the 4 Ps approach "is that it unconsciously emphasizes the insideâ€”out view looking from the company
outwards , whereas the essence of marketing should be the outsideâ€”in approach". Within the company, the
marketing group has to consider customer values and customer satisfaction before considering offering a
product.


